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Professional chaser and 
videographer Andy Gabrielson 
experienced his first tornado at the age of 7 on his 
family farm in Luverne, Minn. “We were driving 
toward the river to watch the rain, and as we 
came down the hill, we saw a stove pipe—or cone 
tornado—coming right toward us,” he says. “We were 
only a short distance from our house, so we ended up 
heading home and watching from our botom floor. 
When it got within about a mile, it headed the other 
way and dissipated.”

He was hooked immediately. “Afer that, when 
I was at school, I would always go to the library to 
check out books on tornadoes,” continues Gabrielson, 
whose videos and photos of news-making twisters 
have since appeared on NBC’s Te Today Show. By 
high school, he was taking storm spoter training 
classes and chasing storms with the aid of a paper 
map and a weather radio.

Today, Gabrielson, who is working toward a 
business degree at Colorado Technical University 
in Colorado Springs, pursues his passion with about 
$40,000 in equipment, including his specially 
equipped SUV, digital video and still cameras, and a 
dash-mounted laptop loaded with weather-detection 
technology. Te 23-year-old covers those costs by 
working on the family farm and selling his photos and 
videos (see below for more information). 

Typically, he chases storms between early April 
and late June, planning ahead for a chase by watching 
forecast models and choosing to track what he 
believes are the most promising predictions for 
tornadic activity. “Tat’s when I head out,” he says, 
hiting the road for weeks at a time. 

Ofen, predictions prove to be false alarms, or, for 
Gabrielson, broken promises. Yet, when the weather 
does appear to be cooperating, he plays the waiting 
game, ofen siting in his vehicle—on the side of a 
cornfield, on the edge of town, or in whatever location 
offers a good vantage point—for hours on end. “I 
usually make a habit of geting into position early, or I 
risk missing something,” he says. “If we get in on the 
right storm, you can actually watch the tornado drop 
to the ground.”

Despite having witnessed about 100 tornadoes 
during his 3-year storm-chasing career, Gabrielson 
says he’s only really experienced “danger” up close 
once. When tracking a nightime storm in Dupree, 
S.D., he didn’t realize how close the funnel cloud 
actually was, due to the dark skies. One touched 
down just 15 yards from where he was and actually 
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into position early, or I risk missing 
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Andy Gabrielson picked up a fascination with big storms while 

living in southwest Minnesota on the family farm, where his 

folks just happened to run a Massey Ferguson® tractor.
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